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Unhook eliminates YouTube's various suggestions, adds, and other 'content' such as comments, users' photos, video recommendations, etc. It is ideal for users who want to keep their focus on one task at a time, or for users who want to eliminate the emotional factor of YouTube and its content. - Speed up YouTube video by throttling its speed in a way that users can't notice, but it will make YouTube
video play more efficiently - Auto-play stops YouTube ads - No more autoplay for you or others - All autoplay-related results (People also search for) and related video suggestions are hidden - Turn off YouTube's homepage feed - YouTube's trending charts - Customize YouTube search for you or for others - Disable YouTube feed on home screen - Disable comments on videos - Customize YouTube

sidebar - Disable autoplay in search results - Disable Auto Suggest - Disable autoplay for logged-out users - Enable autoplay in YouTube search - Enable autoplay for logged-in users - Disable autoplay for logged-out users - Disable the recommendations sidebar - Disable video recommendations - Disable audio recommendations - Disable comments in the sidebar - No more autoplay on video's end-
screen - Disable the homepage feed - Disable comment underlining - Disable comments as you type - Enable YouTube comments - Disable the side (compose box) - Disable the autoplay on the video's end-screen - Enable the autoplay on the video's end-screen - Disable audio playlists - Disable YouTube search suggestions - Disable YouTube's latest videos - Disable comments on videos (both, direct and

in replies) - Disable audio playlists - Disable YouTube's latest videos - Disable comments on videos (both, direct and in replies) - Disable notifications - Disable new notifications on YouTube - Disable notification sound - Set YouTube as your home page - Disable autoplay on YouTube's end-screen - Disable comments underlining - Disable favorites - Disable my profile - Disable my subscriptions -
Disable comments on my subscriptions - Disable my subscriptions - Disable people who liked my subscriptions - Disable comments on my subscriptions - Disable favorites - Disable my profile - Disable my subscriptions - Disable comments on my subscriptions - Disable people who liked my subscriptions - Disable comments on my subscriptions - Disable notifications - Disable new notifications on

YouTube - Disable
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Eliminates unwanted YouTube content and other YouTube distractions Purpose: The purpose of this tool is to help you remove YouTube's unnecessary content, including comments, autoplay, videos on the homepage, video suggestions, trends, and more. Note: This is a Firefox-only extension that only works on YouTube pages. For this reason, it is highly recommended to install it in a private browsing
window. That is, using Incognito Mode. Disclaimer: This add-on will not interfere or affect any other tool. This means that everything you uninstall is only from this tool. How to install it: For those who are using Firefox: If you are not using Firefox, you can visit this page to download it. For Chrome users: Head over to this page to get Chrome Unhook extension. To uninstall the extension: Uninstall

Chrome version: Right-click Unhook icon and select "Uninstall" from the context menu. Or, uncheck the checkbox in the lower right corner and press "Apply" in the new pop-up window. You can also use the following steps: In Firefox: Go to "Add-ons" > "Extensions". Select the extension "Unhook for Firefox", and then click on the "Uninstall" button. When the pop-up appears, confirm that you want
to uninstall the extension. In Chrome: Go to "Manage extensions" > "Uninstall extensions" > "Select extension". Select the extension "Unhook for Firefox", and then click on the "Uninstall" button. The resulting window will show an explanation on how to restart Firefox. If you wish to uninstall and remove the Firefox extension Unhook, you can also go to "Help" > "Troubleshooting Information" > "Add-
ons". Note: Due to the web browser being a very personalized device, you might need to uninstall it manually. Or, even, manually remove it from your bookmarks. References: YouTube ads and autoplay videos YouTube commenting YouTube's content suggestions, recommendations A: YouTube Unhook YouTube Unhook is a Firefox add-on that removes unwanted YouTube content and other YouTube

distractions. Facts 77a5ca646e
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Eliminate YouTube comments and remove related videos from the homepage feed. Unhook contains many settings to customize its functionality and behavior. To begin, you need to install Unhook in Firefox. After that, it is possible to customize each item, as well as add other options, categories, and show/hide content. When you add items, you'll see a new icon on the right side of the address bar.
After that, it is possible to activate and deactivate the items you choose. The settings dialog contains many options and features. Uninstall Unhook for Firefox The options in the dialog window are: Manage Categories: Category: Tabs Unhook for Firefox: Categories Show/Hide: Featured items: tabs Related articles: view history Featured categories: show Add category: add new category Remove
category: remove all categories Show: show Hide: hide Manage Collections: Show: show Hide: hide When you add or remove items in Unhook, you'll be prompted to restart Firefox. Unhook settings Add new category The category option lets you add or remove categories of items from the list of items that you would like to display in your preferred location. You can add a category of items through the
'Add category' dialog. Start by adding the items that you want to display in a certain category. Go to the 'Manage categories' dialog, click 'Add category,' and add items that you want to display in that category. After adding categories, you can set their visibility. Hide related articles You can show and hide related articles. This setting is ideal for people who want to keep YouTube for work, fun, or content
creation, but don't want to be stuck with a permanent feed of videos. Add items to collections This is a temporary setting for the categories that you would like to keep visible throughout the session. Eliminate advertisements You can show and hide the ads. You can do so by clicking on the 'Unhook' icon on the right side of the address bar. The 'Add items to collections' dialog lets you add items to
different collections. Go to the 'Manage collections' dialog and add the collections you would like to keep visible throughout the

What's New in the Unhook For Firefox?

  Unhook is a Firefox extension that is designed to make YouTube even more useful by allowing you to control exactly what you want to see. Since it is a Firefox add-on, it will work on any Firefox-powered website. To use it, simply open the “Add-ons” menu, search for “Unhook”, and add it to your Firefox add-ons. You can also install it on Opera, and some other browsers using the instructions below.
Support for Unhook in other browsers Now, you can install the extension on any browser, regardless of its brand, but you will still have to follow the instructions for each browser.     Unhook for other browsers To use Unhook on other browsers, simply follow the steps below:     For Google Chrome   Download the extension and then double-click on the zip file to install the extension on your Chrome
browser. After installation, you will need to download the extension and then open the “Add-ons” option from your browser menu, and click “Create New”. A drop-down menu will then show, and you can search for “Unhook” on the list. After you have found the extension, click “Install”, and the extension will be added to the list.   For Microsoft Edge   To use Unhook on Microsoft Edge, download the
extension and then open the “Add-ons” menu from the browser menu. After you have clicked on the “Add-ons” tab, click “Search” on the bottom-right corner, and search for “Unhook”. The extension will show up in the list, and it should already be installed on your Edge browser.   For Safari   To use Unhook on Safari, simply click on the gear menu and then on “View”, and search for “Unhook”. The
extension will then be added to your Safari menu, and it should be ready to use.   For Internet Explorer   Unhook for Internet Explorer can be downloaded from its official website. After you have found the extension, click on “Add to browser”.   Getting more out of YouTube   Unhook is the perfect tool for those who have been following YouTube too much, those who are overwhelmed by its content,
and for those who simply want to use YouTube to do what they want. As such
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System Requirements For Unhook For Firefox:

Windows XP/ Vista/ 7/8/8.1/10. Core2 Duo E7300/ Core2 Quad E8400/ Core2 Quad Q9400/ Core2 Quad Q6600/ Core2 Quad Q9550 CPU. 3GB RAM. 1GB free disk space. 1280×1024 display resolution. Adobe Creative Suite 3/4/5/5.5/6/7 software is required. Adobe Reader Software. 1
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